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FCC FRIENDLY EPISODE WRITE-UPS

FIRST QUARTER
Week of December 28, 2020 through week of March 22, 2021

Week of December 28, 2020 (Episode #118)
The year 2011 was remarkable as NASA visited several planets, asteroids and comets.  
Host Emily Calandrelli explores the amazing journeys of spacecraft that gathered 
spectacular images of Mercury, Jupiter and Mars.

******************************************************

Week of January 4, 2021 (Episode #119)
Host Emily Calandrelli looks at how surviving in deep space can become a reality.  
Lockheed Martin is designing a spacecraft, similar to a smaller International Space 
Station, where astronauts can comfortably make a three-year trip to Mars and back.  

Week of January 11, 2021 (Episode #120)
The Hubble Space Telescope provides amazing insights into our universe, capturing stars 
forming and distant galaxies.  Host Emily Calandrelli looks at the incredible phenomena 
of our universe, and our own planet’s turbulent atmosphere.

Week of January 18, 2021 (Episode #121)
When Neil Armstrong became the first human to set foot on the moon, it put an emphatic 
end to the space race between the United States and the Soviet Union.  Host Emily 
Calandrelli looks at the accomplishments of Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, the two 
astronauts who first landed on the moon.

Week of January 25, 2021 (Episode #122)
Sending humans into space is always risky.  Host Emily Calandrelli looks at a couple close 
calls on missions that have had to abort after launch, and examines steps being taken by 
NASA to prepare for the worst.
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Week of February 1, 2021 (Episode #123)
Is Mercury the hottest planet in our solar system?  No, it’s not.  There’s a lot of 
misinformation about our solar system.  Host Emily Calandrelli speaks to two experts 
who debunk many of the myths about outer space.

Week of February 8, 2021 (Episode #124)                                                                                                                  
There have been a few occasions when spacecraft have been lost in space.  Host Emily 
Calandrelli looks at several of these adventures.  In some cases, the spacecraft that were 
lost, were remarkable found again.

Week of February 15, 2021 (Episode #125)
Canada has made significant contributions to the space effort, despite having a much 
smaller budget than NASA.  Host Emily Calandrelli visits the Canadian Space Center in 
Quebec, and examines their exceptional expertise in robotics, which includes the famous 
Canadarm. 

Week of February 22, 2021 (Episode #126)
Host Emily Calandrelli looks at NASA’s next mission to send a spacecraft that will 
“touch” the sun.  She also witnesses a total solar eclipse, and visits a man who races 
homing pigeons, a bird that uses the sun to navigate its way home from hundreds of miles 
away. 

Week of March 1, 2021 (Episode #127)
Space becomes a rich tapestry for several artists, including an astronaut who once walked 
on the moon.  Host Emily Calandrelli meets with several artists who bring their own 
vision and interpretation of outer space.
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Week of March 8, 2021 (Episode #128)
As NASA prepares to send astronauts to the moon, private space companies are 
becoming more involved with missions in low-earth orbit.  Host Emily Calandrelli looks 
at SpaceX, a private company that has exceeded expectations.

Week of March 15, 2021 (Episode #129)
Did you know that the coldest place in our solar system is an area on our moon?  Host 
Emily Calandrelli takes a look at the planets and moons in our solar system that are 
extremely inhospitable.

Week of March 22, 2021 (Episode #130)
Host Emily Calandrelli looks at the history of robots that NASA has sent to Mars, 
including the very first rover, Sojourner.  In 2020, NASA launched the most sophisticated 
rover yet, Perseverance, which will uncover many more mysteries of the Red Planet.


